Alumni

Philipp Martin Altrock  
Assistant Member, Moffitt Cancer Center

Jorge Buendia-Buendia  
Associate Computational Biologist, Broad Institute

Yu-Kang Cheng  
Software Engineer, Google Inc.

Elizabeth Cheever  
Staff Scientist, Aetion Inc.

Subhajyoti De  
Assistant Professor, Rutgers Cancer Institute, Cancer Institute of New Jersey  
http://www.sjdlab.org/

Laura de Vargas Roditi  
Postdoctoral Fellow, ETH Zurich  
https://www.bi.id.ethz.ch/personensuche/link.do?actionname=nPidNethDetail&netzPid=264347&lang=en

Jasmine Foo  
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of Minnesota  
http://www.math.umn.edu/~jyfoo/index.html

Hiroshi Haeno  
Assistant Professor, Department of Biology, Kyushu University  
Samantha Hansen  
Graduate Student, Northwestern University

Kevin Leder  
Associate Professor, Department of Operations Research, University of Minnesota  
http://www.menet.umn.edu/~lede0024/index.html

Charlotte Lee  
Resident, Massachusetts General Hospital

Lin Liu  
Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Biostatistics, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

Yosef Maruvka  
Postdoctoral Fellow, Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard

Thomas "Ollie" McDonald  
Associate Director, Center for Cancer Evolution, DFCI

Peiyun "Penny" Ni  
MD Candidate, Harvard Medical School

Nicole Nova  
PhD Candidate, Stanford University
Richard Phillips  
Resident, Neuro-Oncology, Memorial Sloan–Kettering Cancer Center

Ondrej Podlaha  
Research Scientist II, Gilead Sciences

Amanda Randles  
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Duke University  
http://amandarandles.com

Markus Riester  
Investigator II, Novartis Oncology

Camille Stephan-Otto Attolini  
Core Facility Manager, IRB Barcelona

Min Tang  
Associate Director, Head of Biostatistics and Programming, Peregrine Pharmaceuticals

Qiong Xu

Kimiyo N. Yamamoto  
Lecturer, Department of General and Gastroenterological Surgery  
Osaka Medical College Hospital, Japan

Rui Zhao  
Biostatistician, Genentech